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Abstract—In wireless mesh networks, joint optimization of
routing and link scheduling within a time-division multiplexing
approach is commonly sought to provide end users with high
data rates. However, the strategies proposed to this end usually
proceed by means of complex optimization models, which
also often rely on oversimplified assumptions, especially for
what concerns wireless interference. In the present paper, we
draw a novel general framework to perform joint routing and
scheduling avoiding these limitations. We evaluate sequences
of Link Activation Modes, i.e., sets of transmissions which can
be performed simultaneously, and we introduce the concept of
potential energy of a mesh network, thanks to which we outline
efficient selection of Link Allocation Modes in order to jointly
solve routing and scheduling. A heuristic strategy derived
within this framework is numerically evaluated by means of
simulation and is shown to achieve very good performance,
obtained with extremely low computational complexity.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Joint routing and scheduling (JRS) represents a very
interesting challenge for wireless mesh networks [1]–[3].
Specifically, we focus in this paper on a network with
centralized control determining transmission activitiesover
wireless links in a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
fashion [2], [4]. In such a case routing and scheduling per-
formed separately often fail to guarantee good performance
[5]. For this reason, a Linear Programming (LP) framework
[1] can be issued for the joint optimization of both routing
and link scheduling. However, the resulting complexity of
this cross-layer LP is usually high.

Many optimization strategies rely on specific assumptions
about the radio interference. Since most descriptions takea
high level perspective, additional approximations are there-
fore introduced, according to the accuracy by which the
interference is captured. In particular, the so-called protocol
interference model is used, as defined in [6]. In this way, the
interference is represented as a compatibility relationship
between links, which is often modeled through a conflict
graph [3]. Even though this methodology allows to obtain
interference-free transmissions through simple graph color-
ing algorithms, it also introduces approximations in the fact
that interference is not a binary relationship. Moreover, this
technique is no longer applicable if a different interference
model is used. For these reasons, we do not rely on these
specific assumptions about wireless interference.

We emphasize that we do not seek to reduce the opti-
mization search space, but rather todecouple the constraints

represented by interference conditions and traffic delivery,
which is a more efficient reduction of the problem com-
plexity. This is realized by working on what we call the
Link Allocation Modes (LAMs) [7], i.e., set of logical trans-
missions which can be simultaneously performed according
to the constraints related to physical aspects, such as the
wireless interference characterization.

Moreover, we present in this paper a novel strategy to
sequentially allocate feasible LAMs. We analyze LAMs
with an original approach which, to some extent, recalls
the management of water flows and drainage systems [8].
We develop a framework where thepotential energyof the
network is derived, mimicking a Newtonian gravitational
field where the gateways are potential energy sinks. Within
this approach, LAMs are selected, with a sample heuristic
algorithm which performs a greedy selection based on the
highest potential decrease. Note that this greedy approach
has been chosen only for conceptual simplicity, but is not
restrictive at all. Within a similar rationale, this heuristic
strategy can be replaced with another technique of choice.

Instead of going for possibly suboptimal solutions of a
simplified problem, we try to solve the original problem
without any approximation. Moreover, our approach can be
adapted to any interference model with only slight modi-
fication, but without changing the framework of potential
energy and keeping a limited computational complexity.
Simulation results derived with thens2simulator [9] confirm
the goodness of the proposed strategy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II we formalize the problem and we describe the constraints
of link activation modes. Section III introduces the original
model of potential energy of a multi-hop network and
relates it to routing and scheduling issues. A sample greedy
algorithm is proposed which chooses the LAM which causes
the highest potential energy decrease. This technique is
numerically evaluated in Section IV. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We consider a wireless mesh network where some nodes
play the role ofgateways, i.e., they are cabled to the Internet
and can be seen as sink with very high capacity. We focus
on algorithms to efficiently deliver a given amount of traffic
over the network to the gateway nodes. In particular, we
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concentrate on the minimal time scheduling problem, i.e.,
to deliver a given amount of traffic from all nodes to the
gateways in the shortest possible time.

This is therefore an uplink case. The downlink case, i.e.,
the problem where the traffic is sent from the gateways to
all nodes can be framed similarly, by considering reversed
link directions and flipping the time axis. This problem is
also closely related to the throughput maximization, i.e.,to
obtain the highest amount of traffic delivered to the gateways
in an assigned time. Indeed, with minor modifications our
framework can address this problem as well.

In the following, we will represent the multi-hop network
as a graphG = (N , E). The wireless nodes are collected
in set N and are connected by theedgesbelonging to
set E , thus representing the communication links of the
network. The setY ⊂ N contains the gateways. We only
considerconnectedgraphs, where in particular a path exist
from any nodei ∈ N to at least one gatewayj ∈ Y.
However, differently from most related works we do not
assume that the edges are necessarily bi-directional, i.e., the
existence of(i, j) ∈ E does not imply that also(j, i) exists
in the same set. This feature is only required when certain
MAC protocols, such as IEEE 802.11 [10], are employed.
This happens due to the exchange acknowledgement packets
(ACK) at data link layer. When ACKs are sent, the logical
receiver behaves also as a physical transmitter, and therefore
links must be bidirectional.

To quantify the capacity of the link we make use of
variablesrij , called link rates, which can be regarded as
the amount of bits which can be transmitted over the link
(i, j) on a TDMA slot. We also consider a parametergij

corresponding to thewireless link gainover (i, j). For each
nodei ∈ N we will refer to the backlog queue length at the
node, assumed to be varying over time, asqi(t). At time 0,
all non-gateway nodes have a backlog of lengthqi(0) to be
sent to any of the gateways. The minimal time scheduling
problem corresponds to finding the lowest lengthTmin of a
feasible link activation pattern which delivers all trafficto
the gateways. This means that

Tmin = min{t : qi(t) = 0 , ∀i ∈ N \ Y}. (1)

For simplicity, we assume that the value ofqi(0) is known
a priori and no further packet arrival takes place after link
activation has started. In this way, if the uplink problem can
be solved over a specified finite time-horizonT , i.e. Tmin is
lower than or equal toT , its solution can also serve as the
basis for a periodic schedule, where a link activation pattern
of length T is indefinitely repeated. A further extension is
possible to the cases traffic with multiple priority classes
or different required delay guarantees. Another option is to
consider packet arrivals within the time frame. All these
differences do not change most of the considerations we will
present in the following, and can be investigated within a

similar framework. We identify them as possible interesting
directions for future research.

The problem of determiningTmin exactly is very compli-
cated. Not only the resulting optimization problem is NP-
complete [2], but also it strongly depends on the network
parameters, i.e., the graph topology, the edge rates and the
initial backlog at each node. Solutions based on integer
linear programming often introduce simplifications to make
the problem more tractable, which we want to avoid.

Rather, following [7], we approach the JRS problem by
determining a set oflink activations. Link (i, j) is said to
be active if i transmits toj. A group of links which are
allowed to be simultaneously active form a LAM. It can be
reasonably assumed that all transmissions belonging to the
same LAM can be performed simultaneously in an error-free
manner. To formally represent the LAMs within our graph-
based approach, we define binary variablesx

(m)
ij describing

the activation of link(i, j) in modem. We assume thatx(m)
ij

is equal to1 if LAM m includes the activation of link(i, j),
and0 otherwise. The indexm spans over a proper setM.
With a slight abuse of notation, we will use the symbolm
to indicate both a single feasible mode (i.e., a set of links)
and its numerical index. Similarly,M refers both to the list
of all LAM and the set of all their indices.

The simultaneous activation of multiple links improves
the transmission parallelism. To decrease the schedule length
one should activate as many links as possible [3]. However,
not all links can be activated in the same time slot.

There are two fundamental types of constraints that pre-
vent links from being simultaneously activated. First of all,
the radio equipment of a single node limits the number of
simultaneous transmissions and receptions at the same node
to one at most. Secondly, wireless interference may prevent
some links between different nodes.

Transceiver constraints — The activation of links in-
coming at or exiting from the same node is limited by the
physical capabilities of the transceiver. In this paper, we
focus on narrowband channels, where it is not possible to
receive simultaneously from multiple sources. We therefore
assume that at most one signal can be decoded, thus there
is no point in sending multiple transmissions to the same
receiver. Indeed, the correctness of this reception is related
to the impact of wireless interference, as will be discussed
in the next subsection. Yet, regardless of the interference
model, the maximum number of simultaneous successful
receptions isone. A similar situation happens for the trans-
mitter. Multicast transmissions, i.e., from one transmitter
to many receivers, are actually possible on the wireless
medium. However, the information content is the same for
all receivers. For this reason, this situation is not relevant
here. Multiple transmissions of different packets from the
same node are instead forbidden. Finally, also transmissions
and receptions at the same node can not happen in the same
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time slot, since the transmitted power signal will destroy
any packet reception [11]. In other words, the wireless
communication medium is intrinsicallyhalf-duplex. Indeed,
full-duplex capability could be obtained at the price of
additional resource, e.g., by using directional antennas [12],
which are however out of the scope of the present paper.

For these reasons, we impose that the activation of links
should satisfy what we callhalf-duplex constraint, which
corresponds to not activating more than one operation (i.e.,
either a transmission or a reception), for each node. For-
mally, this translates into:

∀i ∈ N ,∀m ∈ M
∑

j∈Si

x
(m)
ji +

∑

j∈Ri

x
(m)
ij ≤ 1 , (2)

whereSi and Ri are the set of the in-neighbors and out-
neighbors ofi. Note that the protocol interference model
[6] already includes this limitation. However, we emphasize
that it is important to distinguish (2) from any kind of
interference constraint, since it does not have to do with
the wireless medium on which signals are transmitted, but
with the limited capabilities of the terminal. The duplexing
limitation holds irrespective of the interference model. For
this reason, we will always impose the half-duplex constraint
as a limitation to the parallelism of link activation which is
independent of the radio interference.

Models for Interference Constraints — In [6], two
useful models of interference among radio transmissions are
introduced. Following this classification, we refer to themas
protocolandphysical interference model, respectively. Also,
other extensions are available in the literature [13].

In this paper, we use the physical interference model,
which is generally considered to be more realistic, but
also more complex, than the protocol model. However,
we emphasize this important aspect. The rationale of our
analysis is not constrained to any peculiar aspect of a specific
interference model. The only motivation of our choice is
to show that our approach works in the most complicated
case. On the other hand, any interference model can be used
without changing the rationale, since it simply would end
up in a different set of feasible LAMs. As the LAMs are
determined a priori, this does not affect the selection strategy
according to the potential energy framework that we will
present in the following.

The physical interference model can be outlined as fol-
lows. This model stems from the observation that the packet
error probability (PER) at the receiver is a monotonically
increasing function of the Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise
Ratio (SINR). This relationship can be reasonably simplified
by considering a threshold approach, i.e., assuming that a
packet transmitted over link(i, j) is correctly received if
and only if the SINR is above a given receiver-dependent
thresholdγj . The relationship can be expressed as

Pigij∑
k 6=i Pkgkj + Ñj

≥ γj , (3)

where the indexk in the lower sum denotes a possible
interferer (i is excluded from the sum, as it is the useful
transmitter),Px is the power emitted by nodex, gxy is the
path gain fromx to y andÑj is the noise at the receiver node
j. Even though, in general, the valueγj can be a different
value for every nodej, we takeγj = γ for all j. We also
neglect the noise terms and we consider an equal power level
P among all transmitting nodes. These assumptions can be
shown not to imply any loss of generality, but only a more
cumbersome (though conceptually identically) formulation.
For example, Power Control can be included in the analysis
within a very similar framework, as shown in [7].

The physical interference model can be formalized in the
context of LAM feasibility as follows:

x
(m)
ij gij∑

k∈Sj\{i}

gkj

∑

ℓ∈Rk\{j}

x
(m)
kℓ

≥ γ (4)

for any edge(i, j) activated by modem, i.e., if x
(m)
ij = 1.

The key assumption of the model, i.e., the possibility to
see the PER as a step function around a SIR thresholdγ,
is indeed an approximation. Nevertheless, it is much more
accurate than the ones made under the protocol models [2].

III. POTENTIAL ENERGY

The goal of delivering a given amount of traffic to one
or more gateways, has many similarities with the problems
of water drainage which are present in civil engineering [8].
This is evident also from the terminology used, which often
uses “sink” as a synonym for “gateway.” In the following,
we will investigate the task of delivering a backlogqi(0)
(for brevity, in this section the time index will be often
suppressed and we will speak ofqi) from any nodei to one
of the gateways within a potential energy framework, which
imitates the representation of a Newtonian gravitational field.

In physics, the potential energy is a scalar function of
the coordinates of an object, describing the energy that the
object owns by virtue of the position within a force field.
According to the nature of the force, it is associated with
some physical properties of matter. For example, think of an
object within a Newtonian gravitational field. In this case,
potential energy is attributed to the object proportionally
to its mass and height. Hereafter, we will always use this
example as a reference case. We will therefore speak of a
massm located at heighth, which has a potential energy
proportional to mh. It is not restrictive to assume that
the proportionality constant, which depends on the unit of
measure, is equal to1. Thus, the height is also the value
of the scalar potentialfor the Newtonian gravitational field.
The potential energy associated with a mass and a position
also corresponds to the work to move the mass there from
a position which is conventionally assumed to be located at
zero height.
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In our case, it is immediate to relate the mass with the
amount of traffic which forms the backlog of a node. It is
also reasonable to think of the gateways as potential sinks,
i.e., positions at zero height. The underlying idea of our
approach is that a mass (i.e., an amount of traffic) located
at a given position (i.e., in queue at a given node) should be
associated with a potential energy. We relate the potential
energyΠ to the delivery ofqi to one of the gateways. In
particular, we define it as the minimum time to deliverqi

without any pipeline effect, i.e., if multiple hops are present,
we wait for qi to be entirely transmitted over the first hop
before processing it further to the next one.

It is important to observe that the actual schedule will
take the pipeline effect into account. However, the reason
of this definition is that we want to follow the classic
approach of physics, where the potential energy is evaluated
by introducing a test mass (assumed to be sufficiently small)
within the force field. This must be done without perturbing
the field with the test mass itself. In this sense, “testing” the
field with qi means two things. First, any other traffic source
must be turned off. In other words,qi is the only traffic
present in the network. Second, we assume thatqi is atomic,
i.e., it can not be split over multiple links. This conditions
does not necessarily mean thatqi contains a single packet;
an atomic backlog can consist of multiple packets, but it
can not be pipelined, i.e., as discussed above, it must be
entirely received before being further retransmitted. If any
of these conditions is violated, the evaluation of the potential
energy will be no longer correct, as we must also take the
compatibility of multiple transmissions into account.

If an atomic backlogq is sent through the series of two
links having ratesr1 and r2, the delivery time would be
equal toq(r−1

1 +r−1
2 ), i.e., the overall transmission rate is the

harmonic average of the rates. This fact can be generalized
to the series of any number of links (again, without pipeline
effect). Hence, the path which would require the lowest time
to transmit an atomic amount of trafficqi from nodei to a
gateway, can be easily evaluated, e.g., by applying the well
known Dijkstra algorithm taking the reciprocal of the rates
as link weights. According to the reasoning above, these
weights are non-negative and additive (i.e., they are summed
over series of links). The path obtained in this way will be
called in the following thefastest path to gateway of the
atomic backlog(FP2GAB) of nodei. The FP2GAB rate of
node i, i.e., the harmonic average rate evaluated over all
links belonging to the FP2GAB, will be denoted asρi.

According to these reasonings, the potential energyΠi of
backlogqi located at nodei with FP2GAB rateρi is equal
to Πi = qi/ρi. Adopting the same notation of the Newtonian
gravitational field, it can also be writtenΠi = qihi, wherehi

is the height (scalar potential) of nodei. The height of node
i results in this way equal to(ρi)

−1. Correctly,hi depends
on position characteristics only, where “position” is meant
in the topological sense.

function LAMPo-greedy

1 evaluate the FP2GAB for all nodes;
let ρi be the FP2GAB rate of node i;

2 denote the set of all LAMs as M;
3 initialize t = 0 and the schedule L = ∅;
4 while

∑
i∈N qi(t) > 0

5 evaluate Π =
∑

i∈N qi(t)ρ
−1

i

6 selected-mode= mode_0; ∆Π = 0;
7 for mode m ∈ M

8 q′i = qi(t) forall i ∈ N ;
9 for (i, j) ∈ {all active links in mode m};

10 q′i = max(0, qi(t)−rij); q′j = qj(t)+ max(qi(t), rij);

11 end-for over active links (i, j) ;
12 Π′ =

∑
i∈N q′iρ

−1

i
;

13 if Π − Π′ > ∆Π

14 selected-mode= m; ∆Π = Π − Π′;
15 end-if;
16 end-for over modes;
17 add selected-modeto L;

update qi(t) accordingly to selected-mode;
18 t++;
19 end-while;
20 return the schedule L;

Table I
PSEUDO-CODE OF THELAMPO-GREEDY ALGORITHM

An important observation is that when the network par-
allelism and/or pipeline effects are exploited, the minimal
scheduling time can belower than the overall potential
energy of the network. However, both the scheduling time
and the potential energy exhibit similar trends; in particular,
they increase when the backlogsqi are higher. Thus, we
can determine a JRS solution through sequences of LAMs
selected with respect to the impact they have on the potential
energy of the whole network. We will describe a possible
application of this approach, that we will call LAMPo (as a
short for LAM Potential), in the next section.

Now we can address the evaluation of the number of slots
required to transmit all the traffic to the gateways in a TDMA
approach. We assume that the centralized network control
determine a LAM to be performed for the entire duration of a
single time slot. Remember that a feasible LAMs describes a
set of links which can be activated together without violating
half-duplex and interference constraints, thus we can rea-
sonably assume that all involved transmissions successfully
deliver their packets to the destination.

We need a criterion to decide which LAM to activate, and
in which order. The reasoning behind the LAMPo approach
is that when all packets have been delivered to the sinks,
the overall potential energy of the network is equal to0.
On the other hand, the potential energy of the traffic at a
node is by definition the delivery time on its FP2GAB. As
discussed in the previous section, the potential energy of the
entire network represents an upper bound on the delivery
time for the whole network traffic. More transmissions may
be activated in parallel to exploit the pipeline effect so asto
decrease the schedule length [3].
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Link gain Rate (pkt/slot)
gij ≥ −53 dB rij = 11

−53 dB > gij ≥ −60 dB rij = 5
−60 dB > gij ≥ −65 dB rij = 2
−65 dB > gij ≥ −70 dB rij = 1
−70 dB > gij rij = 0 (no link)

Table II
RATE ASSIGNMENT AS A FUNCTION OF THE LINK GAIN

There is necessarily a better mode that decreases the
potential energy, e.g., by activating a single link which
moves some traffic in the direction of the gateway across
the FP2GAB. A good LAM to select for activation is
one that decreases significantly the potential energy of the
entire network. The higher the decrease achieved with a
single LAM activation, the better the improvement to the
transmission parallelism and therefore to the overall delivery.

Therefore, we derive a simplegreedy strategywhich
selects the LAM achieving the highest decrease on the
potential energy of the entire network. This strategy, thatwill
be referred to in the following as LAMPo-greedy algorithm,
can be described by the pseudo-code reported in Table I.
At each iteration, the selected LAM to be added to the
scheduleL is initialized asmode 0, since it is exploited
that it causes a variation ofΠ equal to0 (see Table I, line
6). Then, a greedy search is performed which updates this
selected mode with the best one found over all LAMs.

IV. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of LAMPo
framework in various relevant scenarios. First, we introduce
the simulation environment and the performance indices
analyzed. Then, we present the simulation scenarios and the
results. The analysis was carried out by means of Network
Simulator 2 (ns2) [9].

We consider a grid consisting of30 m × 30 m squares.
Nodes occupy the grid intersections in a contiguous manner.
We consider2× 3, 3× 3, 3× 4 and4× 4 grid dispositions
of the nodes. We assume that there is only one gateway in
the network (placed in a corner of the grid) and each of
the other nodes has a fixed number of packets to transmit
toward the gateway. The schedule is computed according to
the LAMPo-greedy algorithm.

We perform 10 simulation run for any scenario. Each
simulation run corresponds to a different instance of the
network topology. In fact, even though the node placement
is identical for any instance of the scenario, the channel
has random behavior, for what concerns both gainsgij and
ratesrij . Thus, the obtained network topology is in general
different for each simulation run.

Indeed, we assume that the channel gain of an edge having
length equal tod consists of two terms, i.e., path loss and
shadowing. While the former only depends ond and is
therefore equal for the same link in any scenario instance, the
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Figure 1. Schedule length with variable number of packets pernode in
several grid topologies.

latter has random behavior which depends on other factors
than the distance. The path loss term is taken as proportional
to d−3.5; without loss of generality, we can assume that
the proportionality constant (i.e., the path loss at1 meter)
to be equal to1. The shadowing term is a log-normal
random variable with zero mean and standard deviation
equal to 5 dB, however shadowing variables of different
links are correlated through a two-dimensional extension of
the Gudmundsons model [14], with a correlation factor equal
to 0.6 at 100 meters. Note that usually the wireless channel
gain is assumed also to have a fast fading component. This
term, which is rapidly variable, may be taken into account
as a fade margin in the SIR thresholdγ. The rate of a
communication link(i, j) is a discrete value function of the
gain gij . Table II reports the rate values assigned according
to the attenuation with respect to the average path loss at
1 meter. If the gain falls within the range reported in the
left-hand column of the table, the raterij is equal to the
value in the right-hand column, expressed in packets/slot.

In this scenario we evaluate the impact of the network
topology on the performance of the LAMPo-greedy algo-
rithm. To this end, we vary the number of nodes in the
network from 6 to 16 with different values of the nodes’
backlog. Here, we set the SIR thresholdγ to the constant
value of2 dB, though the result is similar for other choices of
γ. In Fig. 1, we report the average schedule length versus the
backlog per node in the case of different grid topologies. As
can be seen, the average schedule length increases linearly
with the number of backlogged packets per node for all the
topologies considered. Furthermore, the greater the number
of nodes in the network, the higher the value of the schedule
length. This increase is roughly linear for low values ofN ; it
further increases when the network topology becomes larger
and more bottlenecks can be present.

To further investigate the performance of LAMPo-greedy,
we estimate the average end-to-end packet delay when the
number of nodes in the grid ranges from6 to 12. This is
reported in Fig. 2. Each curve in the figures corresponds
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Figure 2. Packet end-to-end average delay versus the network size.

to a specific number of backlogged packets per node. The
average delay is shown to increase as the number of nodes
in the network increases. Moreover, the greater the backlog
of each node, the higher the packet delay as the schedule
provided by the LAMPo-greedy algorithm requires a greater
number of slots to deliver the overall network backlog to the
gateway. The LAMPo-greedy strategy prove to scale well
with respect to the amount of backlog per node. The curves
increase almost proportionally to the node backlogs.

Finally, the average number of operations performed by
the LAMPo-greedy algorithm is provided in Table III for the
case of300 backlogged packets per node andγ = 2. The
number of operations grows exponentially, even though this
is mainly due to the exponential increase in the number of
the LAMs. In fact, compare the second and the third column
of the table, which exhibit a similar exponential increase.
Techniques to improve the efficiency of the LAM generation
in order to obtain smaller (though non exhaustive) sets of
feasible LAMs can be interesting goals of further research.

For what concerns the greedy selection algorithm itself,
the complexity is indeed quite limited as the algorithm
simply scan the list to find the largest decrease of the
potential energy. This can be seen by considering the ratio,
reported in the fourth column, between the actual number
of operations and the list size. This value still increases in
N but in an approximately polynomial way (of the order of
O(N3). Moreover, we also remark that the overall number
of operations is in any case quite acceptable compared to
current capabilities of microprocessors. In other words, these
complexity values are highly competitive with respect to LP
approaches which exhibit much higher complexity.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we analyzed the JRS problem in wireless
mesh networks. We have proposed an approach based on
LAMs, and introduced a novel framework called LAMPo,
based on the definition of potential energy for multi-hop
networks to solve the minimal time scheduling problem.

Grid type No of operations No of LAMs Ratio

2 × 3 8248 ± 40 52 ± 1 156.62

3 × 3 269829 ± 1415 669 ± 8 403.34

3 × 4 5.296 · 106 ± 3.3 · 104 7247 ± 131 730.78

4 × 4 2.334 · 108 ± 1.5 · 106 150897 ± 1234 1546.75

Table III
SIZE OF THE NETWORK, COMPLEXITY OF LAMPO-GREEDY

ALGORITHM AND NUMBER OF LAM S

To validate this framework, we proposed a sample heuris-
tic strategy, called LAMPo-greedy, which performs a greedy
selection of the LAM according to the the potential en-
ergy descent. Such a technique can be easily replaced by
a more complicated one, e.g., by including more refined
optimization technique. However, in spite of its simplicity,
also confirmed by extremely good performance in terms of
computational complexity, our LAMPo-greedy strategy is
numerically shown to obtain very satisfactory results.
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